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PBC - Scientific goal 

• The main goal of the Study Group is to explore the 
opportunities offered by the CERN accelerator complex to 
address some of today’s outstanding questions in particle 
physics through experiments complementary to high-
energy colliders and other initiatives in the world. 

• These experiments would typically: 
– enrich and diversify the CERN scientific program, 
– exploit the unique opportunities offered by CERN’s accelerator 

complex and scientific infrastructure, 
– complement the laboratory’s collider programme (LHC, HL-LHC 

and possible future colliders). 
– Examples of physics objectives include searches for rare 

processes and very-weakly interacting particles, measurements 
of electric dipole moments, etc.



This study should provide input for the future of CERN’s scientific diversity programme, 
which today consists of several facilities and experiments at the Booster, PS and SPS,

over the period until ~2040.



What’s not in





ONGOING 

• Working Groups are being set up to address:
• the physics case of the proposed projects in the worldwide landscape
• their feasibility and possible implementation at CERN (or elsewhere)

… with involvement tuned to the level of maturity of the projects

• Follow-up PBC workshop foreseen in 2017.

• Final deliverable due end 2018: summary document as 
input to the European Strategy Update process (2019-20).
Will gather facts on the projects (no ranking!) 
to facilitate future orientations from the ESU group. 



Organization 



Physics domain

• For each proposed project deliverables will include:
– evaluation of the physics case in the worldwide context;
– possible further detector optimization; 
– and, for new projects, investigation of the uniqueness of 

the CERN accelerator complex for their realization. 
– The subgroup core members include theory and 

experimental experts of the corresponding domains as 
well as representatives of the projects. 

• Physics sub working groups: 
– BSM subgroup: current projects: 

SHIP/NA64++/NA62++/KLEVER/IAXO/LSW/EDM
– QCD subgroup: current projects: COMPASS++/μ-e/LHC FT 

(gas target+crystal extraction) / DIRAC++/ NA60++/NA61++ 



Deliverables 

COMPLEX Fully developed proton performance plan

BDF Complete technical feasibility studies – input to SHIP CDS 

EDM Fully developed proposal including preliminary costing

SPS NA Establish requirements, initiate feasibility studies

LHC FT Preliminary conceptual design report

GAMMA Exploratory study, initiate initial tests

AWAKE+ Exploratory study

Technology • Explore possible technological contributions by CERN to 
externally hosted facilities

• Document actual use of CERN infrastructure
• Facilitate potential use of CERN infrastructure
• Study physics case and technical requirements as input to ESU

nuSTORM • Exploratory study of implementation at CERN
• Review potential scientific impact



Conclusions

• Physics Beyond Colliders study group to look 
at CERN’s non-collider options out to 2040
– Report to ESPP in 2019

• Kickoff meeting in September put a number of 
options on the table

• In the process of launching working groups 
and and studies of appropriate depth

• Clearly a lot of support for an EDM initiative 
out there!



But please bear in mind the competition for resources.


